
Literacy  
 
You should continue to read for pleasure, thinking about the book you are reading 
for pleasure – look at the following reading challenges.  How many can you do? 

 Find five interesting words in the text.  Write down the meaning of each 
word then use each one in a sentence of your own.  

 

 Make a timeline of the important events in the story.  

 

 Pick a page in the book and make a list of nouns, verbs, adjectives.  Can you 
use some of these words in your own piece of writing? 

 

 Write about an experience or memory of your own that is similar to 
something you have read in the book.  

 

 Draw a cartoon strip of the main events in the story you have read.  

 

 Draw a picture of your favourite part of the story and describe what you have 
drawn.  

 

 Book Review.  Give the book you have read marks out of ten and explain why 
you gave it that mark.  

 

 You will probably have watched a film during the time off, can you 
recommend some for me? What film have you watched – write a review of 
this and send it on SeeSaw. 

 

 

 



 
  



Numeracy 
 
You should continue to practice multiplication and division.  
 

 Ask a family member to time you saying your tables, can you improve on 
your time?  
 

 Make a poster to show a friend your favourite strategy for working out 
multiplication and division questions.  

 
 Make a worksheet for a friend or family member and then mark their 

answers. 
 
 

 If you have dice at home, can you play multiplication game? Roll two dice and 
multiply the numbers. Can you multiply 2 digit numbers by one digit? 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 Estimate then measure the height of family members – can you write this in 
meters and centimeters? 
 

 If the letters a=1, b=2, c=3 and so on, how much do the letters in your whole 
name add to (first name, middle and surname)?  Do this for your whole 
family.  

 
 Create a survey for family, remember the one Joe the elf had us do.  Maybe 

you could find out favourite chocolate bars, favourite T.V. show.  Can you 
create a graph? 

 
 Using internet for research, plan a day out for you and a friend – look at costs 

of transport and entrance fees, tickets etc. How much money would you 
need? 

 
 Design a maths board game to play with family and friends. 

 
 Keep a diary for the day, logging times. What time do you get up, when do 

you have breakfast, lunch, how long you spend playing etc.   
 
 
  



 
Health & Wellbeing 
 
 With an adult’s help, can you create a login for Smiling Mind and practice some 

mindfulness.  
 

 Make a list of all your talents and achievements.  
 
 Can you learn a new skill; juggling, saying the alphabet backwards, counting to 

100 in French. (you can use internet to help you) 
 
 What would you like to be when you are older, research what you need to do to 

achieve this – would you need to go to university, would you need to learn a 
trade? 

 
 Design and keep your own sleep diary. 

 
 Can you make a list of healthy and unhealthy foods. 

 
 Think about all our circle time chats about friendship. On a piece of paper write 

down all the qualities of a good friend, how many of these qualities do you 
have? 

 
 Can you create and follow a fitness plan, think of all the activities you could 

include; star jumps, running on spot, high knees, the plank – teach the routine to 
a friend or family member.   

  



IDL 
 

 Choose a habitat (under the see, the farm, the jungle, dessert, savanna) can 
you research a food chain that exists there. 
 

 Research the life cycle of either a butterfly or a frog – can you create a poster 
or PowerPoint to teach others about this 

 
 There are different classifications of animals; mammals, birds, fish, reptiles & 

amphibians.  Can you research the differences between these classifications.  
 

 


